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Frosh Athletic Award
Approved by Council
St. Mary’s Game Rally to be Held
On Civic Aud. Steps Tomorrow.

SAN JOSE

San Jose, California, W

Number XXXVIII

ATE CO A EGE
, Novemy 16, 1949

The Rally committee will hold
it weekly meeting tonight at
7:00 in the Student Union. Final
plans for the St. Mary’s and
Fresno ’State games will by discussed declared Chairman Vdenn
Stewa rt.
Ron La Mar was appointed director of Freshman Camp; Elizabeth Kilgallon was selected to the
vacant position on the Fairness
committee; and Don Gifford was
appointed head of the ASB equipment crew in a flurry of council
.
APPointibents.
Grantland Rice, dean of American sportswriters and a chairman of the national "March of
Dimes" program requested by
mail that proceeds from a future Spartan hexing meet be
contributed to the infantile paralysis campaign. The matter will
be discussed with the Athletic
departmentThe 12 piece orchestra of Wally
Heider will play for the Wintermist dance, Dec. 3, according to
Duke Deras, Social Aftairs chairman. Ed Mosher, Homecoming
chairman.reported that $40 remains in their working budget.
Final, exact figures forlbe-Caril=pus Community Chest drive was
released for .the first time by
Chairman Bob Madsen. Spartan
students contributed $2045.92.
Grand total for students and faculty alike was $7218.05, nearly
$1000 past the quota set for the,
college.
The San Jose stluntor Chamber of Commerce, through Ron
La Mar, brought to the council’s attention a method of alerting Kan Jose to the problem of
part-Ume employment for Spartan students. The Chamber suggested that 20.000 cards be
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S President Honored

By JACK RUSSELL
The new freshman athletic award ’system will be put into effect
immediately at the result of a vote of approval by the student council
lest night. Action on the remainder of the program as presented by
the coeches staff was postponed until tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. when a
special council meeting will be held- in the Student Union.
Students and athletes are urged
to attend the meeting andpresent
their views. "Several of the athletes-expressed their dislike of the
gold sweater as proposed for secred Rob
ass,
,
oral )
Seal, council member. "They felt
that a jacket would give more variety to the award program."
The new fresh honors (rayon
gaucho shirt with appropriate
lettering), will be passed out to
over 100 competitors on freshman athletic squads. The council set aside $300 for the awards.
Plans for the final home game
rally tomorrow night were ’presented to the council by Rally
Chairman Glenn Stewart. A conga-line parade will march to the
steps of. the Civic Auditorium
where a gigantic pep rally will be
held.

4.

French Problems
Subject
Of NIlle. Chalufaur
Speech

-Problems
of he
people of
France today" was the subject of
a speech given by Mile. Chalufaur
of France, yesterday at 11:30 a.m.
in the Little Theater, according to
Mr. Owen M. Broyles, associate
"Problems of the people of
She was introduced
by Mr.
Claude N. Settles, asociate professor of sociology, who spent several days under her guidance in
France during the summer. The
program was sponsored ’by the
Outstanding event of Alpha Phi Omega’s regional convention held
Social Science department.
War destruction created a se- In San Jose hist weekend was presentation of honorary advisership
vere hardship for the people of to Dr. T. W. Maeguarrie.
France, she said. German occuParticipating In the ceremony arc (left to right): C. J. Carlson,
pation changed the character of member of the national executive board from Los Angeles, pinning
French living. Being the cross- a recognition emblem on Dr. MacQuarrie; IL M. "Doe" Clark, senior
roads of Europe, France is cursed
faculty adviser; and E. W. "Clem" Clemertis, faculty adviser.
continually with war.
photo by Margate%
There are many shortages In
France today, the Frenchwoman said. Many commodities of
everyday living are still rationed. At first tobacco was rationed to men only, allowing
them two packages of cigarettes a month. Now women are
This morning at 10:30 o’clock
Tbe California . Student. Teach’s
a cake,
allowed two packssan- Ale
education club)
eight packages a month. Other pie and cookie sale at the west - , ers association
rationing Is on petroleum pro- ern entrance to the quad.’The pro- will meet this afternoon in room
Al at 3:30 o’clock.
ducts and ,cotton.
ceeds will go for food packages
Committees will be announced.
for foreign families. The sale lasts
Following the business meeting,
until 12:30 p.m.
The World Relatedness aemmis---enairmen- will-be -elected and plans
sion of the student organization is of action vill be discussed. Re sponsoring the sale under the di- freshments will be served. ’
Spartan Daily reporters yes- rection of Jean Justice, chairman
A caravan is being planned for
terday contacted 102 San Jose of the commission.
CSTA members and their friends
Students were asked to bake to attend the California Teachers
State college students in a crosssectional survey on the current- pastries and contribute them to, Association convention Saturday
the Student Y. Today’s delicacies , in San Francisco. Members with
ly contested Dr. Phillips speech
therefore, are strictly of the home cars are asked to assemble Satin.question.
Pollsters discovered that 77 made variety.
dilly morning at eight o’clock in
The Student Y has adopted a front of the Student
persons were more or less emUnion.
phatic in their desire to hear famjly in Japan and another fam- Members xvithouLcars
the self-admitted communistic ily in Germany and it is for their , same place, same time, said Steve
ex-philosophy professor air his benefit that the sale ia being held.’ Stephenson,
the
of
president
"It is an opportunity for San Jose!
views.
Another 18 students did not State students to contribute to the I
want to listen to Phillips, and Christmas happiness of a courde,
Q.
seven had not made up their of unfortunate families abroad."’
said Miss Justice.
minds.

’Y’ Sweets Sale
AidsForeign Needy

CSTA Will Meet
To Elect Leaders
And Plan Future

%Mem

Poll Favors Talk
By Dr. Phillips

James Roosevelt Joins
California Governor Race

Si Professors Say
Comnues Not Free,
Shouldn’t Teach
belong In the
Teachers who
Communist party are not fit to
teach in American colleges and
universities and should be removed from such positions,- the
San Jose State college chapter
of the American Asociation of
University Psofessors declared in
a resolution to the national membership.
Openly opposing the recent report of the Committee on Academic Freedom of the AAUP
which stated that membership in
-the
Communist/ party
"should
not be regarded as justifiable
reason for exclusion from the academic profession," the San Jose
State Wine chapter called for
it referendum. Such a referendum
would decide whether the national
committee’s report is in agreement
with those ideas of the entire national membership.

The San . Jose chapter be- lit-yes that when a person affiliates with the Communist. Party
he relinquishes; all his freedoms
to Communistic representatives.
He is completely controlled in
thought, word and deed by the
foreign -controlled party.
By using the AAUP as a "cloak
for their teachers of subversive
doctrines," the resolution cepSignup for the Student Y. Retinues, "the Communist teacher
treat to be held Friday, Saturday
is unforgivably impudent when he
in
and Sunday at Monte Toyon
academic freedom as juspleads
the Santa Cruz mountain foothills
tification for his treason."
is underway, according to Jim
Fear that the existence of ’the
Martin. executive secretary of the
AAUP is threatened is e: pressed
Student Y.
the resolution. Wholesale resigOne- alteration in the initial lin
nation may be expected by memconthe
for
made
Plans has been
bers *.vhoodo not want to be misvenience of those students wishing
represented.
to attend who cannot make it
Immediate action is called for
Friday. Martin said that any stuby
the ressoltffloh, and it asks
mornSaturday
go
can
who
dent
ing may sign at the Student Y the national (Ismael to give
lounge, 220 S. Seventh street,_ members a chance to "assert
Rat qs for these students will be their stand In this matter" and
slightly reduced. Rates for the show whether or not they accept
three-day event have been set at the viewpoint that a teacher
’ who is a member of the Com$450.
munist party is not, ipso facto,
Friday
leave
can
who
Students
to the forcible overcommitted
are asked I to sign in the main
the United States
of
throw
foyer or at the Student Y lounge.
go% ernment."
Signup closes at 5:30 pm ThursThis resolution, signed by 18
day.
members, was accepted by a
three-fourths majority of those
present at a regIllar meeting of
the local chapter.

CSTA.

printed and delivered with the
morning milk run to homes
throughout the Srn Jose area.
The cards would inform the
householders that many State students are in real need of part-time
The Registrar’s office announced
employment. The council agreed yesterday that 3052 students will
to consider the suggestion more receive 4457 blue cards today.
thoroughly..
Last fall quarter 2631 students
received 3827 blue cards.
Wfth the blue cards students
will receive an explanatory letter
from Mr. Joe H. West, dean of
student personnel and guidance.
The letter informs students that
blue cards are warnings of unsatisfactory scholarship. ’ It advises
’them to consult their instructors
James Roosevelt has announced stainless steel, Allegheny Ludlum, to determine how to raise the
his intention to campaign for the has reached a settlement with the grade before the end of the quarGovernorship of California next CIO. This leaves only 30,000 idle ter. In special cases students are
year. Other possible candidates to of the original 514,000 steel work- urged ,to see the head of the deOppose the reelection of Earl ers who went on strike.
partment.
Warren are George Luckey, DemoA saving of $30,000,000 could be
The letter continues that the
cratic state vice-chairman, and made by the government-next year Personnel office is open to all stuGoodwin K. Knight, present Lieu- if it makes certain changes. This dents in need of help. Those who
tenant Governor.
fs the claim of the Citizen’s com- received twd or more blue cards
mittee for the Hoover report. The definitely should see their dean or
Chinese Nationalists have fired committee recommends that
31,000 a Personnel office counselor Iteon and damaged the Isbrandtsen motor vehicles in he armed serv- tween tomorrow and next Wednescargo ship, the "Flying Cloud," ices he laid up, and that 3400’
letter states,
day._t
near Shanghai, folloollng its at-i chauffeurs and recruiting officers
Personnel office’ has artempt to defy the Nationalist be reassigned.
ranged an alphabetical schedule in
blockade of Communist -held areas.
Jesse W. Tapp, vice president of order to accommodate’ the group
None of its crew were injured.
the Dank of America, said yester- more efficiently. If a student is
Steel industry spokesmen pre- day that farmers own more of the unable to go at the time indicated
dict that steel production will nation’s wealth and owe less mon- for his alphabetical group, the
reach pre-strike levels in 10 days. ey than they did after World office will try to arrange another
time
The world’s greritest producer of War I.
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4457 Blue Cards
Received Today

Retreat i 0-nup
Now Underway

Soph Council to Meet
At Regular Time Today

Members of the sophomore class
council wil meet at 4.p.m. today
In room 127. Efforts of some council members to change the meeting time were voted down at the
last session.
Following ’council members have

been named to head class standirg committees.
Bill Watts, Julie Sawyer, social functions; Betty Ishimat4u,
correspondence: Lita Howard. historian; Cill Majersik and Dub
Price, public:Ma%
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Bill Felse Runs
Big Business
For S., State
By EARL CRABBE
It would shock many to learn
that big business is firmly entrenched at a state college like

Thrust and Parry
(Editor’s note: Due to space limitations, letters submitted to this
column should be leas than 260 words in length; one typewritten,
double-spaced sheet of paper. Shorter letters will be given preference. Irwin J. Dashiff, and Bert Howard please call for your letters at the Daily office.)

’Stupid am! Silly Argument’

San jn’ae. *Yilt
Dear Thrust and Parry:
thriitUSuch
fa
The adinInistrartion of this school has no intention of allowing
Students
of
San
Joss
State
CoIleg
Associated
Publishod ovary school eley by the
ness is that of keeping track of
at ilia Prins of Globe Printing Co. Entered as second class matter at the San student activities’ money, a large free speech on this campus. In the first place the school can not’
Joss Post Office.
share of which is handled by the allow true freedom of speech amongst the students and faculty. It
can not allow it because the college is mainly a teachers’ college and
office of the Graduate Manager.
Bob Kavet, Business Manager
George Lajeunesse, Editor
the educational system can not be tainted in any way. Also the
Bill Feise, who has held the
college is a state college subject to the whims of a reactionary state
position since the war, superlegislature.
ASPS a staff of more, than 60
So what if a Communist professor is denied speaking on this
employees.
, full and part time
Communist
So what if the local chapter of the American Assn. of UniJ.
Phillips,
Herbert
campus.
Dr.
They work in the office itaelf,
As expected, the letter of
ex-professor of the University of Washington requesting permission to the Spartan Book store, and the versity Professors passes a new constitution in toto which includes
a by-law making it mandatory for all ballots to be signed by the voter.
speak at San Jose State, stirred up a tetipot tempest’s worth of con- "Coop."
So whist( if the local student chapter of the National Assn. for the
troversy here on campus.
Moat people think of Room 16
was asked to leave the campus as an
Also, as expected, a number of "Thrust and Parry" letters were as only a Source of such things as Advancemnet of Colored People
what
if a noted professor’s contract
So
organization.
undesirable
student body cards, football tickets
vontriettesw-showiag--ths..fuft-td.
icRed up because he sponsored the NAACP attempt to place
sense, others screaming out half-truths In much the same 11111111Rer and reservations
ant i-discrimitGlion-FIS111111-1n-thr-Stnelentr-CainatitiLIA114-,,mv-A.7.-;--the Commies themselves so dearly love to use.
They would -be surprised to
So what if the AVD was expelled from campus on a highly quesOne letter, signed by 16 student card holders, didn’t bother with learn that the took store and the
trial of the Student Court backed by the school admintionable
half-truths, it tossed out false charges against the college administra- coop were operations of approxiistration.
mately
a
million
dolquarter.of
a
tion that were ninety miles from any semblance of.truth. ,
It is stupid and silly to continue an argument which is doomed
lars last year.
This letter, printed in Monday’s Daily, starts "It is a sad comfrom the start. Be realists. Grow up. The school authorities, the
refused the right to speak simply because
mentary--when a citizen
state legislature (with the purse strings), even the federal government
his views do not conform to those of the majority."
have no intention of allowing freedom of speech in their institutions.
This alleged refusal is called "an insult to the intelligence of the
John Gregory, ASB 995
student body,’.’ by the 16 co-writers of the T & P letter.

No Censorship Here

14

For the record, no onefaculty niember or student government
officialhas refused Dr. Phillips the right to speak at State. The
only intelligence being insulted in this case is that of the average
reader being asked to believe the hysterical charges made in this
letter.
of
ideas" rampant on this campus, as the
There is no "censorship
letter accuses. The administration of the college has taken no stand
in this matter; leaving the affair entirely up to the student body.
And, contrary to another letter that intimates a "facade" on the
part of the Student Council for not sponsoring Dr. Phillips, the Council acted in a democratic spirit by referring the letter to any campus
organization that might be interested.
As it has turned out, at this writing, there is no campus organization interested enough to sponsor Dr. Phillips’ requested appearince at State.
This seems to be San Jose States’ reply to Dr. Phillips, as far as
organizations go: "Not Interested." Some individual students have
expressed a desire to hear him speak but as yet no sponsor has been
forthcoming. The whole,,artattef is still in the hands of the student
body at large.

Just Among Ourselves
By DR. T. W. MacQUARBIE
And please do not suggest a holiday nor a general assembly. There
are too many holidays now, and if you were stacked solid clear to the
ceiling of the auditorium, it wouldn’t hold half of you. We don’t
even dismiss classes for a death in the faculty, so there’s no use wishing along that line either.
It costs about fifteen thousand dollars a day to run the college,
besides the thousands upon thousands you spend personally, so we
must keep the plant going full throttle all the time to make good on
that expenditure. I’m against waste in any form.
I was visiting with a student the other day, and he said, "It’s
funny around here, everyone Is so serious. Some of these guys must
study all the time. I never saw such a bunch."
I tried to comfort him by suggesting that he might find congenial spirits before the year was out. They are here. I’m afraid, the
peo)le who have never learned to work. Quite a nuisance, too, but
the normal college procedure of credits and honor !Ants will take
care of that, if you know what I mean. The Personnel Committee, at
its meeting the last week in December, will thin the crop pretty
sharply. I’m not much of an orchardist, but they tell me that thinning
makes the crop better.

STAN’S SLANTS .... by Sadler

Who Afraid of the Bad Wolf?’

WILLIAM FELSE
The largest single account
handled by Mr .Felse’s staff is
that of the department of student affairs. This Includes a
Wide variety of activities, such
as the Speech and Music departments, the Journalism department, the Associated Women
students, the Women’s Athletic
association, men’s athletics and
the rally committee.
The Spartan Daily’s finances also come under this heading.
Contrary to common Opinion;
the graduate manager’s office at
San Jose State college does not
make athlmic schedules. Athletic
negotiations are carried out by
the athletic department, but Mr.
Felse and his staff distribute the
tickets and operate the financial
machinery which must run during
and after
football game.
The largest operation of this
type in the office’s history was the
recent game with Eddie Le Baron
Polytechnic college.

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Conccrning the Phillips-Communist controversy:
The verdict by our Student Council and Administration has been
passed, but it has also been contested, publicly bY no less than eighteen
individuals (see Daily, Nov. 14). The matter is evidently not a closed
one, so here’s what I propose:
1. A democratic debate and open discusion on the topic: "Should
Communist teachers be allowed to speak at San Jose State college?"
2. The two sides of the question would be represented thusly:
a. In favor: Dr. Phillips himslf, and one student who either agrees
with Communist principles or else disagrees, but defends Phillips’
right to say what he thinks. b. Again/it: One outstanding member
of the school debate squad and a State college professor,
The Student Council will have its chance to rationally defend its
representation of Student Body opinion. Dr. Phillips will be able to
exercise his right of free speech. The stud3nts will have the chance
to do their own evaluation of the evidence and to make their own decisions. The Administration will have the chance to display before all
(even the House Committee on Un-American ActiVities) its most competent faculty member.
"Who’s afraid of : ie big. bad wolf?"
Elinor Nelson, ASH 1017.

Will Dixieerats Be Next?
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Fighting to obtain permission for Dr. Phillips to speak to the students of San Jose State college is not a matter of the Student Y, or
any sponsoring organization sticking its neck out but a matter of fighting for the right of expression for the American people. If we deny
Dr. Phillips the right to express his views,. we not only deny an individual the right of expression but we also deny a segmont of the American people the right of expression.
In spite of our "value judgment" of COMMIIIISM, we must admit,
if we look at objective reality, that the communists are as much
a part of our culture as the Republicans or Dixiecrats.
If the Communists are denied freedom of speech, who will be
next? Republicans, Dixiecrats, Catholics, trade unions, or educational
institutions? ? ??
We don’t have to agree with Dr. Phillips’ ideology. But if he is
not permitted to speak, then thought control is here!
Ed Beckr, ASB 5747.

A Blast at the Student Court

One of the manager’s most te- Dear Thrust and Parry:
dious duties is signing checks. Mr.
Just who does the Student Court think they are? What was the
Felse put his name on approxioriginal idea behind their formation?
mately 800(1 of them last year.
They were formed to protect, and look after the welfare or the
He graduated from San Jose students, ye1"every time I pick up a paper they’re trying to prosecute
State in 1939, and served five someone, or proposing ways in
which it can be done.
years with the Air Force in
If someone, chooses to give a lottery ticket on campus, I intend
World War II. He came to his
present job shortly after being to take it. No actual betting takes place hero, therefore no infraction
has been committed. As for my betting off campus, I choose to make
released from active duty.
that my own personal business, and not the business of the court.
Other collegiate activities which
What’s this school coming to anyway? Some joker wants his
his office supervises are Spardi
name in the paper so he passes a law. Don’t we vote on these
Gras, Reelries, and the books of
sweeping amendments any more? If someone’s going to try to govthe four classes. .
ern my actions both ON and OFF campus, the very least they could
A special courtesy account is op- do is allow me a say in the matter.
The Student Court during the
erated for on -campus rganiza- I past year has said more, and done less than any before. I dare
tions, fraternities and sororities. I
to show me how they justify being called sensible people, let
Its operat ions alone disbursecLi,..., them
alone being a representative student board.
about $166,000 last year.
Yours for more cooperation and less antagonism
The office got a )ot of free pubSigned by 10 students.
blicity this Lill when burglars attempted to force its safe. The intruders were discovered by a night
watchman and left hurriedly.
"They had the wrong idea."
Notice anything unusual in yesterday’s Spartan Daily?
Mr. Felse points out. ’’We never
If you did, you are a member of an exclusive campus minor10,
keep more than $500 in that
according to an impartial survey made by Daily staffers today.
safe at any time, and usually a
Fewer than one paper scanner out of ten noticed thal the masthead
great deal less."
(paper name at the top of page one) had been mis-spelle41.
The Office employ § seven girls
Booking a little Uke "Nature spelled backwards", the masthead
permanently. Thirty five full and
- rolled oft the pIrsvi as Sparatn Daily.
part tittle employees are on the
Inquiries about the mistake were of little avail. One tight-lipped
, fountain payroll, and 20 others
hold positions with the book store. editor suggested "It might be a new name for the horrible Head."

Like Nature Spelled Backwards

"A Beautiful Cislphalopod, Don’t You Think, Smith?"

itudents, Faculty To See ’Red Shoes’
For Reduced Prices at Vogue Theater

Students and faculty of San Jose State college will be pdmitted
t reduced rates to all week-day mat;necs and evening performances
f "The Red Shoes" when the technicolor motion picture opens for a
Dad show performance at the Vogue theater starting Saturday,
lov. 19.

Teachers with Faculty Privilege
’ards and students with ASE
ards will be admitted for 80
ents.
Lauded by critics here and
broad as one of the year’s five
est pictures, "The Red Shoes" is
f special interest to students and
eachers of art, music, dancing,
ramatics, contemporary literaure and French. Winner of three
cademy awards, the movie will
e shown daily at 2:30 and 8:30;
.
11 seats reserved.
Based on Hans Christian ’Anderen’s classic, "The Red Shoes" inludes in its cast Anton Walbrook,
larius Goring, Moira Shearer,
.eonide Massine, Robert Helphann, and Albert Basserman
More than a year in production,
is the first picture to present a
all-length
,a.-rAte
1reen and’Tilitifirety. Scenes from classic balts, a
Prize-winning
musical
core played by the London Philarmonic, and settings which inlude full-scale replicas of famous
pera houses are part of "The
Led Shoes." Exteriors were shot
London, Paris, Monte Carlo,
’annes, Nice; and the Maritime
Lips, all in technicolor.

t Phi 0 Plays Host
ro 10 California
Llapters at Meet

Representatives of 10 California
hapters of Alpha Phi Omega, naional service fraternity, were
uests of the San Jose State col?ge chapter at a regional convenion held here last week -end.
Dick Hoffman, publicity chairtan of the local chapter, said that
he successful convention gave
lembers an opportunity to exhange ideas and reports on their
ork.
Discussion grotips were held
on .fraternity problems including
method. of handling membership and pledging, executive
rommitter functions, ser v ice
projects, and Western representation.
Hoffman said that special resogition was given to a service
roject carried on by the Cal Poly
hapter. Members of the group
egan a citywide project to colTt foreign and domestic postage
Lamps for use in rehabilitation
rograms in hospitals. Approxilately 65,000 stamps have been
Dllected as a result of work done
y
e -a o
c aper.
o man
lid the stamps build up patient’s
’Wrests in world affairs.
’
A state-wide drive will be start 1 on all California campuses soon,
Ioffman said.
Dean Arno Nowotny of the Uniersity of Texas, national presient of Alpha Phi Omega, was on
and for the meet.

SPECIAL

GROUND BEEF
290 lb.
Limit Two Pounds

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 N. Fourth

CY 2-8992

the STUDENT
Supply, Book & Gift Shop
70 E. San Fernando

CY 4-3530

’Red’ Prof May
SpeaCin S.J.
Attempts are being made to Obtain a hall off-campus for a proposed spech by Dr. Herbert J.
Phillips, avowed Communist, it
was reported today.
Several students and faculty
members told the Spartan Daily
that they were interested in hearing the views of the former philosophy professor at the University
of Washington.
One student reported to the
Daily that l’he is contacting Dr.
Phillips tonight, but that he desires to remain anonymous for
fear of being branded a "Red", or
of "being rebuked by the college
"

Mrs. Pritchard
Takes Vacation
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard of the
Dean of Women’s office is taking
several day’s vacation, according
to Miss Norma Herring, secretary
to the Dean of Women. Mrs.
Pritchard will return sometime
this week.

1

Announcements I

Frosh Group Three: Meets in
S-112 at 3:30 p.m.
Sojourners: Meet in front of
!Police school, 7 p.m., to attend.
Alameda Lodge No. 167, Centerville, on Second degree. Master
Masons invited.
WAA Bowling club: Meets at
San Jose Bowl, 3:30 p.m.
Mu Phi Epsilon: Meeting Sunday at 560 N. First street home
of Miss Rosalie Speciale.
Occupational T he r a py club:
Meets in B-72 tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.
Plans to be made for OT Christmas party.
Associated Women Students:
Meeting in room 24 at4:30 p.m.
Announcement: The senior class
will sponsor a dance in the
Women’s gym after the St. Mary’s
game.
Delta Phi Upsilon: Meets in conference room of Education wing,
3:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Newman club: Meets in Newman hall, 7:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Alpha Gamma: Meeting in room
A-1 at 7:30 p.m.
International Relations c I b:
Those attending IRC conference in !

Clothing "HERS"
Alterations

At Reasonable Prices

BOOKS from $1 to $1.75
BOOKS from $2 to $4

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 N. Fourth

CY 2-8992

Archie’s

MAKE WONDERFUL
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

-

Lunches

545 SOUTH SECOND ST.

Felse tnnonnees
Ticket Deadline
Deadline for obtaining ticki-r,
or the Thanksgiving Day football
game with Fresno State college in
Fresno is 3 o’clock Tuesday after noon, Nov. 22. Graduate Manag,1
a
too
th
William E. Felse ,inn
The tIC ke ts will be returned to
Fresno arlhattime.No free tickets will be available
to ASB card holders at the gate.

THE
WORLD’S
FASTEST
PORTABLE
TYPEWRITER
THE ALL-NEW 1950

SMITH. CORONA
NOW AT

A GOOD DEAL!
FOR S.J.S. STUDENTS
ONLY
Fine Wholesome Food

Hunter-Peterson
Equipment Co.
71 E.

San Fernando CY 4-2091

at Low Cost
REGULAR $5.50

MEAL TICKETS
Now $4.95
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

DELUXE
SANDWICH SHOP
232 S. FIRST STREET
Next to Mission Theater

FOR SALE
1936 CHEVROLET: Sedan, good
motor, tires, paint. 2296-A Senter
road. CY 2-7772. H. A. Lewis.

for
50u
7k

- FOR RENT

Teachers Needed

CLOSING OUT
SALE ON BOOKS

Classified Ads

FOUR ROOM APARTMENT:
at. the high cost of landladies.1
’ boss’ Bendix,
3:30 p.m. Pay $2.50 to Dr. Bruntilwater included-.Ideal for_four to ,I
1
in room 14 for registration fee. ’ SIX
)S., LY 4 -Hal.
California Student Teachers association: Meeting in room A-1 at
ROOMS: Men students, twin
3:30 p.m.
beds. Dinner served family style, ’
1
Chi Pi sigma: Meeting in fra- good food. 750 E. St. James.
ternity house, 8 p.m.
ROOM AND BOARD: One ’ac-.
ancy, or board alone, for college I
boys. Mrs. Ruby Ahern, 380 S.
Teaching positions are available Ninth street, CY 3-9942
in San Francisco for elementary
ATTRACTIVE ROOMS: For
teaching candidates, the Place- girls with kitchen privileges. Dement office said yesterday. Appli- sirable conditions. One block to
cants are asked to contact the bus. Phone CY 2-2525.
Placement office for application
351
S.
COLONIAL HALL:
forms.
Teachers also are
ded in .the Ninth street. Room and ’board,
Los Angeles area. Co suit Plaw- kitchen privileges on weekends.
quarter.
ment office for furt
informa- Available next
tion.
NEW TRAILER: Married couple preferred. Call 128 E. St.
James.
SPECIAL
CLEAN ROOMS: Wanted three
GROUND BEEF
men. Seven blocks from college.
29c lb.
Phone between 4 and 6 p.m. eveLimit Two Pounds
nings. CY 2-2839.

"Ma’s Aka Shop"
"HIS"

Two foreign families will be happier because of the effort of
the above cooking group of. Cordelia hall. They are baking a cake
for the Student V cake, pie and cookie sale to be held today. Proceeds will go to purchasing of food packages for two families abroad.
Peeking in the oven are, left to right, standing: .lean Justice, Alice
Days and Dell Duke. Kneeling is Mrs. Tompkins. housemother.
photo by Bob Crahhe

1942 DESOTO: Club Coupe.
Good -condition, must sell immediately. Call 396 E. William or
CY 2-5044 after 5 p.m.*

HAIRCUTS s100
HUMIDOR
BARBER SHOP

-

339 South First Street
(Across the street from Swers)

A PENNY SAVED

A PENNY EARNED

Golden West Dry Cleaners
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
Close to College Close to Town
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
CYpress 2-1052
Main Plarit
25-29 S. Third Street
275 E. William
231 Willow
24th and Santa Clara St.

1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
1740 Park Art
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen

,

Lack of Communications. at Pratt Hall Helen Kaiser :Rolf Giese Wed
In San Bernadino Ceremony:
Fails to Mitigate Girls’ Popularity
Enroll at San Jose State

.
By DONNIE NUNES.
Althojogit there are only two
telephones in the building, Pratt
Hall girls are among the busiest
and most popular girls on campus. This lack of communication
facilities disproves the theory
that the telephone is the only
way to secure dates.
Motorists driving past the huge
structure of gingerbread trimmings and wrought iron fencing
are undoubtedly struck with the
sight of dozens of cars lined up
in front of the house on any Fri.
4y or Saturday night.
The girls, all 92 of them, live
closely related lives. As Lynn
Macdonald, house president, stated, "You can’t help but have an
interest in the girls with whom
you live.Come From Afar
Girls from such far away places
as Alaska, Hawaii, Canada, and
the Canal Zone are living in the
only San Jose State college dormitory’ ii -11.9.5. S, first street. Many
of these gills are freigia.,tvinj,
are away from home for the Brit
time in their lives, Such friendliness and helpfulness of the older
girls will never be forgotten by
the young neophytes the first
week of school, one froth stated.
Pratt Hall has beets connected
with the college for five years.
Originally it was an -tild ladles’
home, Lynn revealed. Two of
the women still live inithe huge
building.
The comfortable living room
with piano, radio, and phonograph
is newly painted, and the girls

proudly point out their new drapes
at the windows.
Dining Room Is Spackdis
The dining room is a spacious
room with new tables and green
leather padded chairs. Groups of
eight girls occupy the same table
at mealtimes. Breakfast and dinner are offered five days a week,
and breakfast and lunch are given
Saturdays and..S unday s. Four
cooks take care of the meals, and
all menus are planned days in
advance.
Great winding stairs go up to
the second floor from the tinmeow hall. More than 40 bedrooms fill the second floor.
Rooms are cheery and comfoltable, and most of them are furnished with shiny maple furniture. There are from two to
three girls to each room. All
rooms are decorated in the typical college fashion with knickknacks draped over mirrors and
hanging from homemade bulletin boards on the walls.
The girls have their own house
_A new house council
This
is elected every
quarter’s officers are Lynn Attie=
dOnald, president; Caroline DeVault, vice-president; Pat Rettig,
secretary, and Joyce Harmo n,
treasurer.
Council Governs
The council, which meets once
a week, acts as a "straighteningout-body" for all difficulties which
may arise. Social functions also
are under council jurisdiction.
Plans for the annual Christmas
dance Dec. 10 are already under

Boundy - Rickard Wed
In Double -Ring Ceremony
carnations and tied with white
satin streamers.
Miss Connie Lane of Grass Valley vs-as maid of honor. Thomas
Riekard, brother of the groom,
was best man.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Boundy of
Grass Valley and attended Grass
The bride, given in marriage by Valley schools and Placer-college.
her father, James Boundy, wore a
The bridegroom is the son of
gown of white slipper satin.
Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Rickard of
Wears Formal Ensemble
Nevada City and at teinca e
The gown was fashioned with school In Nevada City and Plalong pointed sleeves of chantilly cer college. He is a student at
lace and a full-length train. A San Jose State college this quarcrown of imported waxed orange ter and is president of Sojournblossoms held the full-length lace- er’s club.
trimmed veil in place. Fier bouquet
The couple reside in San Jose.
was centered by an orchid which
was surrounded by gardenias and
Miss Hazel June Boundy of
Graas Valley was married to
William E. Rickard of Nevada
City at the Grass Valley Methodist church recently. The Rev.
Donald Gett officiated at the
double-ring ceremony in the
gladioli -decorated church.

Frat Gets Adviser

Theta Mu Sigmas
Pin Nine Pledges

Mr. Edward Cundiff of the ComTheta Mu Sigma fraternity
merce department has been named
its fall quarter pledging
launched
as new faculty adviser to Theta
Chi fraternity, according to Herb program with the hanging of nine
pledge pins rocently.
Pat nor, publicist.
Those being pledged to Theja
Mr. Cundiff, graduate of Stanford university, first became af- Mu are Dave Tomerlin, Don Knapfiliated with the fraternity as pett, Roy Fussell, Don Laclerque,
an undergraduate on the farm. Dick ’Morris, Dick Nelson, Bill
He taught at Syracuse universi- May, Ron Simpso n, and Hugh
ty until he joined San dose Reidle.
State college faculty this quarter.
Other Theta Chi advisers are
Dr. Brant Clark of the Psychology
department and Mr. James Jacobs
of the English department.

ITALIAN
RESTAURANT
DOWNSTAIRS

Police Frat Holds
Smoker at House

Chi Pi Sigma, police fraternity,
will hold a smoker in the fraternity house Wednesday evening at
8 o’clock. Movies will be shown
and refreshments will be served.
President Victor Fought has requested that all members attend
the function.

Banquet Rooms
We Specialize in
Student Banquets and
Birthday Parties
RAVIOLI and SPAGHETTI
DINNERS
*Hot Food To Take Out
CYpress 4-5045

176 San Augustine

HURRY
December
GRADS!
GET THOSE PLACEMENT
PICTURES NOW!
at

The Hollywood Studio
41 N. lit Ph. CV

2-1960

way, Lynn declared.
Each quarter there is a traditional function, The Christmits
dance is scheduled Fall quarter.
There is an open house Winter
quarter, and a Cotton dance in
Spring.
isternsak house parties are
held twice month, and all girls
In the house attend. Food, talk.
and entertainment fill the bill
for relaxation.
Mrs. Pearl Hardesty and Mrs.
Belle Moore are house mothers.
In addition to the four cooks, a
janitor-gardener takes care of the
heavy work.
Pratt Hall girls are active in
student affairs, too. Such notables’ as Norma Johnston, song
girl; Debris Peterson, homeComing queen, and Jackie Lazscrotal, president of Delta Phi
Epsilon, live there.
For $135 a quarter it would be
hard to find a more pleasant place
to live. It’s no wonder the Dean
of Women’s office is constantly
swamped with applications from
girls wanting to live at Pratt.

Enrolled at San Jose State college this quarter are Newlyweds
Mr.. andMrs. Rolf Giese, adding their naliss to the young married
set on campus.
Mrs. Giese is the former Miss Helen Ann Kaiser, daughter ol
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Kaiser of Colton, Calif. Giese is from Ingle-

Elizabeth Abraria
Reveals Betrothal
To Everett Price

Engagement of Elizabeth Abraria to Everett Price was revealed at
a recent meeting of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority by passing a box
of chocolates.
Miss Abraria is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory R. Abraria
and sister of Robert Abraria of
San Jose. She is a junior Art
major and member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority and Alpha Gamma, art fraternity. She was graduated from Abraham Lincoln high
school in San Jose.
The future bridegroom is the
son of Mrs. J. P. Donohue and
brother of Miss Helen Price of
Oakland. He will be graduated in
June with a degree in merchandising. He is a member of Delta
Theta Omega fraternity.
The date of the wedding has not
Former Spartan Miss Clara
Jane Lyter was married to Ver- been set.
non Troyer of Santa Cruz recently. The young couple were
united. by The Rev. Robert M.
Hogarth at the Episcopal church,
Palm Springs, Calif.
Mothers’ club of the Gamma
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Verl Lyter of .Palm Lambda chapter of Delta Zeta
Springs. She was graduated journeyed to Pacific Grove to be
’from Palm Springs high school. the guests of Mrs; Oliver Watson
She has been a student at San for their regular monthly meeting
Jose State college for three Saturday, Nov. 12.
Hostesses for the luncheon inyears.
The bridegroom is the son of cluded Mrs. Watson, Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. William Troyer of Thompson of Carmel, and Mrs.
Santa Cruz. He has been a stu- Jack Harrod of Monterey.
Among those who made the trip
dent of the College of Pacific at
were Mesdames Madeline Sinz,
Stockton for three years.
The couple honeymooned at the Mountain View, who serves the
Mission Inn, Riverside. They re- group as president; Louise Johnson, San Jose, vice-president; Leside in Santa Cruz.
ola Champion. Redwood City, secretary; Katherine Kilgallen,
Campbelatreasurer; Margaret
Ross and W. D. Scott of San Jose,
and M. V. Bellingeri, San Carlos.
Honored guests were Dr. MarEngagement of Miss Gail Urban garet Jknes and Miss Pauline
and Robert Marshall Moore was Lynch, ’at visers to the local acannounced by the parents of the tive group, and Mrs. Ruby Stitzel,
bride-to-be, Mr. and Mrs. Josef housemother for Gamma Lambda
Urban in Palo Alto Friday night. chapter.
Friends of the young couple atActivities of the Mothers’ club
tending the engagement part y. are directed toward the furnishing
were informed of the romantic of the chapter house, 64 S. Tenth
news by a large match painted street. on the mantle mirror with the
words. "It’s a match -- Gail and
Bob."
Miss Urban was graduated from
Mu Delta Pi fraternity enterPalo Alto high school. She at- tained four pledges with dinner
tended San Jose State college, and movies at Lucca’s restaurant
worked at Ames laboratory, and recently, according to John Del
is attending Chico State college Secco, publicity chairman.
as a junior now.
Those pledging Mu Delta Pi this
Moore is the son of Mr. and quarter are Art Adams, Lee TayMrs. Charles H. Moore of Moun- lor, Bill Reed And Gratten Perry.
tain View. He attended Mountain
View schools and served for three
years as a Naval Flight instructor
during the war. He is in business
with his family in Mountain View,
yembers of IFC affiliated orThe future bridegroom is a folk ganizations attended the annual
dancer and is a "caller" and in- Interfraternity council sponsored
structor for square dances.
"Suds Soiree" Thursday afternoon
The couple plan a we
at Hillsdale lodge.
sometime in March.
More than 200 engaged in singing, conversing, and suds soaking
contest. Refreshments were served.

rairit

Lyter Weds
At Palm Springs

DZ Mothers Travel
To Pacific Grove

G. Urban to Marry
Robert M. Moore

Frat Pledges Four

Organization Members
Attend IFC Suds Soiree

Chi Omegas Initiate Seven
In Rites at Chapter House

The Chi Omega house on S.
Sixth street was the scene of the
initiation of seven members Saturday, Nov. 12.
, Added to the active chapter roll I
were Maxine Foster, San Jose’
Lorraine Leonetti, San Martin;
Billie Prosser, Sebastopol; Lois
Williams, Albany; Marilyn Wilson,
Salinas; Janice Wolff, Palo Alto,
and Shirley Young, Albany.
Following the initiation rites,
the new members were honorees
at luncheon.

RENT A
TYPEWRITER

pva’SPECIAL STUDENT

$110

3m0NTHS
KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
RATE

9t, E SAN FERNANDO

CY.2.7503

BIGGEST CUP OF COFFEE
IN TOWN

NORD’S

Me
go

NORD’4

wood, Calif.
The couple were married’in hi,
wedding chapel of the Ent a Il I
Methodist church of San 13einadino.
Bride Chooses Satin
The bride chose a cream satin
gown caught up around the skirt
to give a draped effect. The hod..
ice was fashioned with an off -the shoulder neckline and sheer net.
yoke, The skirt had a long court
train.
Tiara of seed pearls held her
veil, an heirloom fingertip length
of Spanish lace. She carried a
shower bouquet composed of carnations and stephanotis centered
with a white orchid.
Miss Barbara Struckman was
maid of honor. She was gowned in
Palomina satin, off-the-shoulder
style, with a hooped skirt. Albert
Burmaundez acted as best man.
Flowers Decorate Chapel
The chapel, creating an effect
Of a tiny English church, was
decorated with white gladioli, pink
asters, and candelabra with lighted tapers.
For her going-away ensemble,
the bride chose a gray gabardine
suit and complementing orchid.
The former Miss Raiser was
graduated from Colton Union
high school in 1947 and attended
San Bernardino Valley college.
She was president of Ayitas and
affiliated with the French club
and music organlaztions.
Giese was graduated from Redlands high school and attended
Valley college. He is attending San
Jose State college where he is
continuing his study in biology.
The bride is working for her
teaching credential.

Mu Phi Epsilons Perform
Musical piogram was given by
Mu Phi Epsilon members after a
a short meeting at the home of
Miss Beverly Busch Tuesday, Nov.
8.
The musical numbers were presented by Phyliss Bartlett, piano;
Jacqueline Kugel, plan o: Alice
Blair, clarinet; Meg Seno, ocal;
Beverly Autry, piano: Virginia
Weimers, vocal; Beverly Busch,
piano, and Miss Viola Thomas,
piano.
"Service With a Smile"
A choica of many sandwiches,
milk, candy and ice cream.

San Jose Box Lunch
on San Antonio at 4th

Good Foods

DONUTS
and
COFFEE
154e
SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP

105 EAST SAN FERNANDO

125 S. Fourth

FOR THAT SPECIAL ALLURE

Reg. 10.00 _Cold Wave
NOW 5.00
Complete
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

ALLURE BEAUTY SALON
131 E. William Street

CLOSED TUESDAYS

CYpress 2-2547

Glue Pot and Eye Shade
By CARL CASE
All-Male Rooting Section
Separating boys and girls in the!
cheering sections has created a
controversy in some colleges recently.
IIARD:N-SIMMONS UNIVERSITY is considering the issue,
and from the symposium taken,
on that campus it appears that
the student body favors the
scheme. This favorable reaction
to the problem may seem odd to
San Jose State students.
seems
to
Hardin-Simmons
reason that their cheering sec- ;
tions will be much more powerful with a battery of all -male
voices.
The only angle apparently considered is school spirit. But a line
well might be drawn when school
spirit interferes with social life
at a football game.
It seems as if fellas at H-SU
have a booming,
would rather
deafening bass voice sitting beside him with a stubble on its
chin than have that same seat
pleasantly filled with a skirt and
sweater and a high-pitched feminine voice.

Each school to their own point
of view.
Spartan Fight Song
A new "Spartan" fight song has
been introduced, but not at San
Jose State. It seems that MICH:GAN STATE
COLLEGE also
bea:rs he name "Spartan."
"Go You Spartans" is the new
tune that has been introduced at
MSC by their marching band. Director Leonard Falcone received
the song from Milo Sweet, Los Angeles composer and specialist on
college songs.
Falcone decided that this new
tune would be a "shot in the
arm" for MSC, so he and his
hand are working on it.
Lyrics are:
Go on you Spartans
Your Alma Mater calls each
loyal son
All for one and one for all
Fight on ’till victory’s won.
Swing on you Spartang
Come on and swing across
the line
Smash the foe all you Spartans
Go on to victory.

Cal Poly Offers BS Degree
In Soil Science This Year

More Men
Than Women
At Pepperdine
arning

increase: of
Despite the
this year,
the freshmen class
freshmen
actually
outnumber
sophomores by only 54. These figthis week
ures Were received
from the office of the registrar.
The total number of students
enrolled at GPC this semester
la 1563. Of this number, 366
are freshmen, 312 are sophomores, 305 are juniors, and 309
are seniors. There are 55 graduates, and 216 special students.
Pepperdine women may take
heart at this figure. There are
1100 male students enrolled this
semester, and only 463 women. Of
this number, 21 of the women and
711 of the men are vetepana.
Represent 44 States
Thete are 44 states out of the
48Te resented. California has the
largest number of students, with
Texas ranking second. There are
861 Californians, and 82 Texans.
Idaho and Oklahoma tie for third,
with 97 students each. West Virginia is at the bottom of the list,
wih only one student.
74 Pepperdines are from countries outside of the United States.
Canada has the most students,
with a total of 12. China, Hawaii, and Panama each have seven students.

By Eldridge Cornell
Starting the fall term of 1949,
a curriculum was offered in soils
which will lead to the granting
of a Bachelor of Science in agriculture with a -major in soil sciAll’s well that ends well.
ence. Before this time a number
When the administration decidof soils courses were offered to
majors. ed last spring that all fraternity
students
in different
Between 125 and 150 women
Courses were added to fill out a houses would have housemothers,
the men put up a howl. "There is students who are vitally interestdegree curriculum.
no need for them," they argued. ed in home economics will gather
A limited amount of soils "They would only hinder our ac- here from all parts of Northern
courses have been offered stu- tivities." Nevertheless the admin- California.
dents for a number of years, istration passed the ruling andl The impetus of the gathering is
hut this is the first year that housemothers were selected.
a co -sponsored "Career Day," a
major work has begun. Thirty
Now the situation is revered. Isocial and informing meet sponstudents are now enrolled in the The general concensus of opinion
sored by the Sacramento Junior
soil science major. The major among the fraternity men seems
!college and State college, The
I’. set up for two, three and four to be "How did we ever get along I meet has been in the planning
Near workvocational, techniwithout them? They add so much I stage since late last semester; its
cal and degree, respectively.
to tile atmosphere of the house." I purpose will be to give informaLeads Interesting Life
tion along the lines of different
Most
men in
the two year
And the feeling is mutual. "1; professions and vocations or the
course get all of the production
courses in soils and usually go had no idea life could be so var-i kinds of openings in various fields
into farming.. The
three-year ied and interesting from morning, that pertain particularly to wo-1
S. Morris Scott, men.
course offers additional courses till ni gh t " said Mrs.
in soils and, upon graduation, the Beta Tau housemother.
men go into farming or semi-proMrs. Lillian Norvell of Kappa
fessional work.
Sigma say; that her job is like
Four-year men usually go into running a big happy family. She’s I
farming and professional work impressed by the wholehearted
such as soil conservation. and co-operation she has received and
the fertilizer fields. They are by the cordiality:.
qualified to enter any type of
work that requires knowledge
in soil practice. Graduates may
enter the
field as
teaching
vocational agriculture instructors and, with additional prepSTARTS DECEMBER 8
azation, may become instructors in soil science.
Laboratory facilities are avail
able and are being expanded as
rapidly as possible to take care
Excellent Food
of needs. Demonstration plots are
being established on the farm for
Quick Service
students
to s tody
fertilizers,
Congenial Atmosphere
range manavment, and soil conservation. Trips are being made
to farms carrying ,out good soil
OPEN 24 HOURS
practices,

Housemother Idea
Goes Over at MSC Sacramento Holds
’Career Days’ For
Home Ec Students
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Campus Scene
Sequoia Prepares Students
In Christmas Sales Training
Mr. John Linn, merchandising
instructor, recently announced the
of a pre-Christmas
formation
sales training class.
The course will be instrumental
in forming a pool of available
workers from the college and high
schools. The pool will operate in
this mannerupon completion of
the pre-Christmas sales training
class the students wiY. be listed
with the college placement bureau as semi -trained and available
sales personnel.
business
As the individual
man calls at the placement office for business help the students will be recommended for
jobs and the students will be
sent to the various stores for
Interviews.
Those students that take end
complete the class will have excused absences from school starting Dec. 12.
This means that the students
will have an excused absence and
will therefore be allowed to make
up school work missed. Those students that accept positions as retail clerks and do not take the
class will be counted as regular
absences.
Theft. are a number of positions open at the present time
that want Saturday workers
workers from
and full time
Dec. 12. This class will allow
students to accept those jobs
providing that the sales training course will be completed.
The course will be composed of
five classes of two hours each,
set for
which are tentatively
Monday and Wednesday, 4 to 6
p.m. beginning next week.
The content of the class will include attitudes toward business,1
appearance, getting to know the
store and getting along with the .
store and its management.

Frosh Irons Out
Speech Difficulty
Some people will do anything
for laughs.
N.Y.,
’Ben
Bucell, Brooklyn,
freshman, a student in the public
speaking class, was delivering a
demonstrative speech.
His topic was "Press your own
pants and save money."
.Equipped with an iron, he began by taking off his trousers.
Underneath he wore another
pair ---more wrinkled than the
first,
Bucell stood there, clad in polka
dot shorts and green garters. During the speech and his pressing
demonstration, he discovered that
his polka-dotted briefs needed
ironing too.
But the instructor thought otherwise. He informed Bucell that
his point had been proved.

Want Good Food?
Mayfair has it!

FOR STATE STUDENTS ONLY

$5.50 Meal Tickets
for $5.00
Complete Breakfast, Lunches, Dinners
Open 7 em, to 10 p.m

MAYFAIR
RESTAURANT
159 SO. FIRST ST.

HEAR YE!

HEAR YE!

COME ALL

COME ONE
to

JOHN LOVES MARY

toria
Parade of

9011 9connal 9a4hiott4
AND AUCTION
Thursday, November 17. at 7 P.M.

Glendale’s Women’s Gym
Has Milk-Juice Machine

HASTY TASTY
36 South 2nd Street

Something new has been added
to the women’s gym. A new Challenge milk and juice machine has
been installed at the entrance of
the gym. This box delivers ice
cold milk and a variety of juices.
It will be of great service through
the hot season and for the women
when they come off the field. -

free Shoppe
40 E. Santa Clara Street

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Essy Payment Piss

CORONA

UNDERWOOD

G. A. BLANCHARD

Est.

ROYAL

REMINGTON

1900
24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383

SOMETHING NEW -- ENTERTAINING
20 -Formals to be auctioned off
to the highest bidder!
See the new Fall Formals
modeled by State students.
Be sure to bring Mother along
and take advantage of the
Wonderful Savings.
GLORIA’S

5

36 S. 2nd St.

CY press 4-4450

1
ƒ00...sisaw,apar*.-
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Nobody Wants to Take
First Step in Proposed
New West Coast League
By HAL WOOD
SAN FRANCISCO, Nov. 16-:-(UP)--Formation of a new Far
West major football conference is being considered today by executives of the Pacific Coalt’s top-ranking independent grid clubs.
The league, which might operate in the 1950 season, would be
composed of Santa Clara, College of Pacific, University of San Francisco, St. Mary’s, Loyola, Nevada
and San Jose State.
The teams already play each
other every year and already have
drawn up enough gameS for 1950
to make the conference work. By
1951 or 1952, it would be in fall
The Amateur Athletic Union
operation.
Novice Wrestling Tournament
Representatives Say OK
(Northern Division) will be held
Representatives of every one of
in the Men’s gymnasium this Frithe schools already has voiced inday beginning at IQ a.m. Weigh terest in the conference and apins will be held between 9 and
9:30
prior to the matches. A
Jose
Glen 5, Hartranft, San
three-pound weight allowance is
State Director of Athletics, was
allowed each contestant.
contacted late yesterday, and
This tournament, co-sponsored
expressed himself as "favoring
by San Jose State College and the
such a conference", and that he
San Jose YMCA, will feature those
would "attend any meeting to
men who have not participated in
draw up such a conference, if
interscholastic or intercollegiate
asked".
meets. Any -man who has not
placed first, second, or third in any
parently the only thing remaining
previous meet will be eligible.
is for a meeting to draw up rules
There are ten weight divisions
and regulations.
in the meet; a H5-121-128-155The lead in the formation,
165-175-191 and an unlimited
however, probably would have to
weight match. So far applicacome from one of the. "Big
tions have been received from
Three"Santa Clara, St. Mary’s
California, Stanford, Oakland Y,
or USF, None of these schools
San Francisco State, and the
has as yet taken a step to call
host school, San Jose State.
the session, However, all are op
There are AAU Novice Medals
record a s favoring the conferfor the first, second, and third
ence.
place winners,
San Jose State competitors and
This year the schools played 15
games against the prospective their weights are: Leon Talesfore,
members. USF had six games 170; Ralph Morocco, 155; L. B.
scheduled in the proposed confer- Keith, 170; R. W. Menzies, 150;
ence; Loyola and St. Mary’s ftvei Gerald Boyd, 140; Don Yamamoto,
Santa Clara, COP, Nevada and 140; Joe Thomley, 145; John Jagger, 145; Duayne Armstrong, 135;
San Jose State four each.
"Such a conference would give Don Miyahara, 155; Dick Mason,
us prestige that we never can gain 150; Don ’Siemons, 155; Jim
while we remain as independents," Spence, 170; Jack Fourcade, 128;
says Coach Joe Kuharich of the Joe Killier, 128; Terry De Amicis,
University of SI n Francisco. 210; Larry Cunningham, 165;
"Playing for a conference title George Armstrong,. 175; Auggie
also would give our boys added Accurso, 150; and Ray Dodson, 210.
incentive.
Maybe A Bowl Game
"Another factor, a conference
championship would carry a lot of
San Jose State’s intended cross
weight when it came to selecting country meet at the local stadium
a representative to compete in a against San Francisco State Frimajor bowl contest."
day afternoon has not only been
Representatives of other schools transferred, hut has also been exhave about the same sentiment panded to a five -way meet.
but none appear willing to take
The Spartan teem will journey
the first step.
to Stockton Friday’ afternoon
Added incentive might be the where they will compete in the
fact that interseetionals with College of Pacific’s Invitational
the schools from the Mid -West cross country meet. Competing
and the East have been drawing will be COP, San Jose State, San
little throngs of only 5,000 to Francisco State, Fresno State and
15,000 in San Francisco’s Kezar the Cal Aggies. The meet will
Stadiumthe place that would start at 4 pm.
Coach Walt Bealey’s team will
be "home" to about half the
be competing without their undeteams In the conference.
feated co-captain Dore Purdy, who
College ofPacific, which played has fallen victim to a virus and
only USF, Loyola, Nevada and will not make the trip.
San Jose State this year, reportedly already has signed for two-year
contracts with Santa Clara and
St .Mary’s starting next season.
San Jose State Police School
Here is how the seven teams judo artists will travel to San
would have shaped up if ,there Francisco Sunday to take part in a
had been a conference this year judo tournament sponsored by the
(conference games only):
Northern California Brown Belt
W L Pet. PF PA Society, it was announced recently
Team
45 by Coach Yosh Uchida.
Santa Clara ..4 0 1.000 73
19
4 0 1.000 151
COP
Competing for first degree
79 Brown Belts will be Murl Tullis,
4 2 .667 149
USF
88 the team captain, and George
2 2 .500 67
*St. Mary’s
1 4 .200 58 145 Best.
Loyola
86
0 3 .000 40
SJSC
Competing for advancement to
0 4 .000 45 121 second degree Brown Belt will be
Nevada
*- -Play Friday night.
Johnnie Johnson, Bob Galli, Hal
Chapman, Paul Murphy, Frank
Cheney, James Holcomb, Bruce
Hipkins, Warren Ramey, and Bob
Harpainter.
Once beaten Sigma Gamma
Omega faces undefeated Delta
Theta Omega, while an unvanquished Delta Sigma Gamma sexcomplete
SJS Students can get
tet test -win-famished Theta Mu
new sof of golf clubs for only $5.63
Sigma in IFC grid encounters at
per month. No mongol? down! Take
the Rose Gardens this afternoon
10 to 12 Manila to pay.
at 4.
I Spalding Bag
2 Tommy Armour Woods
6 Byron NIssts Irons
THE
I Putter
MANNY GOULART, Pro.
Jerry Simunovich, Campus Rep,
MANAGEMENT
NEW
UNDER
I
Corner 4th & Santa Clara
TULLY ROAD CY 1141110

Rasslin’ Set
For Friday

State in Big Meet

Judoists in Belt Meet

SpartansWill be
In Top Shape For
St. Mary’s.Friday
The San Jose State Spartans
will be at perhaps their top physical peak of the current swineskin
season for the clash with Saint
Mary’s college in Spartan Stadium
Friday night, it was learned yesterday after a check of the post
San Diego game "sick list".
Outside of co-captain and
tackle Jack Faulk, whose
, broken hand may restrict him
to limted action, only two Staters- have hurts of any consequence.
Fullbacks Fred Silva and Harry
Beck have almost recovered from
slight injuries received against the
Aztecs and both will be ready to
roll against the Gaels Friday.
Beck was a riot in the San
Jose-San Diego game, showing
top running form for the first
time this season. He scored two
touchdowns on a flat pass and a
50 yard Jaunt,
Over in Moraga valley, things
were quiet as Coach Joe Verducci
and his boys drilled on pass defense and offense. Dick Jarvis,
often -called "Tricky Dick" and
"Riflin’ Richard’ as attributes to
bis ability to hit a receiver between the peepers with the pigskin, was hard at it, calculating
to give the State pass defense
plenty of trouble with his accurate
tosses.
A tentative starting lineup for
Saint Mary’s has Dan McGehan
and Bill Sherman at ends, John
Mapelli and R. V. Johnson at
tackles, Al Beasley and Will Sullivan at guards, and John Bergamini
at center,
In the backfield, Jarvis gets the
call at quarterback, Frank Cassara and Glen Bell will sfart at
the halfback spots, and Bill Bare
will open at fullback.

SJ Water Poloists
Play Olympic Club
In S.F. Tonight
San Jose’s water polo team
takes to the Olympic club pool in
San Francisco tonight at 7 in the
first
f
round of the Pacific Athletic
Association elimination tourney.
The Spartans have drawn a capable University of California team
for the opener.
The Pacific Athletic Association
is the northern California division
of the AAU, therefore, club teams
may enter. Also on tap for tonight- are: Olympic club versus
Cal Aggies. and Stanford versus
Faculty club. A seventh team,
College of Pacific, goes into action
tomorrow night.
The Spartans warmed up by
soundly bouncing the Santa
Clara Broncos on Monday, 15-3.
They are in good shape for the
game tonight.
The Bears are perhaps the
strongest team in the tourney.
Rated mediocre at the beginning
of the season, the boys from the
"factory" have come along to defeat COP, USC, Stanford, and the
Olympic club. They are at present
leading the Pacific Coast Conference. Featuring strong swimmers
and an excellent goalie in Rod
Lindquist, the Cal lads dumped
San Jose, 5-1, last Wednesday.
Coach Charley Walker is determined to see the Spartans come
back against the Bears, and continue on in tourney play. If the
Spartans lose tonight, they are
out.

Inter-Frat Football

GOLFERS!

CIRCUS

Hillview Golf Course

DELICIOUS

RANCHBURGERS
HOT TAMALES
and

CHILI

ANDREE’S
DRIVE-IN
San Carlos and Almaden

e* -selb

* 4.
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SCRAPING THE BOTTOM OF
THE BARREL: It’s getting so
I’m afraid to quote any of the
odds ,on the football games .
.
ybu never know
which member of
the student gest
--, I mean court,
may rack you in
on a misdemeaner charge of
chancing a loose
buck on the football cards. Honest judge, I was
only playing
them for funzies.
And besides there isn’t any chance
to it, I always lose. But just for
the record, don’t say I didn’t tell
you that PAPPY WALDORF’S
Golden Bears will overhaul
MARCHIE SCHWARTZ’ lil red
machine. And on the football
question, our esteemed foes from
over Stockton way at the ,University of LeBaron are still sounding off about EDDIES prowess.
He’s plenty good and there’s no
diaiht about it, but you can’t
judge two players’ abilities in a
chosen sport, on a chosen day,
against a chosen foe. It just won’t
work. You can’t judge a horse
race when different weights are
packed, when run on different
tracks, when different jockeys are
up, and against different horses.
Vell anyhoo MOE HESS, student
body prexy at Pacific, has gotten
himself a lot of free publicity. As
a write-in candidate for the double A. all I can ee that has come
of it or will come of it is that the

with

Wade Wilson

Chronicle will up its circulation
and BILL LEISER has regained
his composure from a trip paid
him by the student body from LeBaronville. And neither EDDIE
nor BOB CELERI, that other
candidate for AA, will get the
call. No doubt about it both candidates will have the honor of
being on several All-American selections -When any MOE, BILL, or
WADE can select one. DISANDATA: JULIE MENENDEZ, newly appointed boxing coach at nearby Santa Clara University, has
really started the ball rolling in
his boxing classes. The sport has
taken on so much that the class
has run out of boxing gloves in
the first week. JULIE has sent
out feelers to box the Bay Area
teams, but so far hasn’t received
any answers. Maybe Stanford and
California will come to terms with
Santa Clara. Here’s hoping so.
MAC MARTINEZ, the tynamite
of a lad who lost a heartbreaker
in the finals of the NCAA boxing
tournament,
is
helping
DEE
PORTAL in his instructional boxing classes for the young boys of
San Jose. ARNOLD WECHTER,
ex -Spartan Daily Sports Editor,
just dropped by and Gullible
ARNOLD hasn’t changed a bit.
Still clamoring for a conference
with San Jose State, Santa Clara,
St. Mary’s, and USE’ heading the
list. Also was still plugging for
JACK NIcDONALD of the Call Bulletin and for his old fran
PRESCOTT SULLIVAN of the
Examiner.
And ARNOLD o)d
boy why don’t you start a writein campaign for your boy OLLIE
MATTSON of the Dons?

Gaeklar’s Black oftill arid In?,,
Columbus, Mo.

Caehler’s Black & Cold Inn at
Columbia is the favorite offcampus haunt of University of
Missouri students. That’s because, Caebler’s is a friendly
place, always full of the busy
atmosphere of college life.
There is always plenty of icecold Coca-Cola, too. For here,
as in college gathering spots
everywhereCoke belongs.
ifsk for it either way.... both
trade-marks mean Me lame Ming.
110TTUID UNDER AU1140MTY Of TH1 COCA-COLA COMPANY

SY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF SAN JOSE

Wayne Fontes on Guide Cover
For Second Year in a Row;
Headguards Must Be Worn
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Wayne Fontes, assistant boxing
coach and winner last year in the
National Collegiate Athletic Association boxing tournament 155pound class, has the distinct honor
of having his picture on the cover
of the Official Boxing Guide for
the second year in a row.
Schaeffer Is Shown
This NCAA guide also has an
action picture of Student Body
President Don Schaeffer and
Marty Crandall of Syracuse University. Crandall received the decision to win the heavyweight
crown.
Two more San Jose Staters
made the grade in this publication by making the first annual
National Junior College Athletic
Association boxing team. Stan
Mardi and Allen Shields, who
many State students saw box
here at San Jose last year when u,
they were boxing for Pasadena
City College, are the two boys
who have shifted locales from
Pasadena to San Jose.
Pasadena placed four men on
this NJCAA team and in their own
schedule trounced UCLA, Nevada,
and Modesto JC. The Getzie Harris -coached team dropped two decisions to the San Jose Spartans.
State Pictured
The San Jose State team is pictured in its entirety and is listed
as a Pacific Coast standout. Boxing Coach Dee Portal is pictured
as a member of the 1950 NCAA
Rules Committee, but is erroneously reported as from the University of Wisconsin.
In winning ten matches and
. losing one, the San Jose State
Spartans ran up 75V/ points to
231i for the opposing teams.
LSU, the national champions,
won five matches while losing
none for 30 points to their opponents 10. Wisconsin scored 39
points to their opponents 17 for
6 wins against a single tie and
that with Michigan State.
One rule that Dee Portal had a
hand in was the much-discussed
headguard rules. This year it is
mandatory that the headguard -incidentally designed and perfected by Portalshall be worn in all
dual meets and tournament corn petition. These Ileadguards are designed to protect the boxer against.
eye cuts and ear and head injuries:
but do not in any way stop a man
from being knocked out with a
clean shot on the chin.,

Stu Inman Back for Fourth Year

Han

JOHN LOVES MARY
STARTS DECEMBER 8
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Experience And Height Are Two
Strong Points of Great Si Crew
By JOHN ROMERO
King football still reigns, but not for long!
Ask any member of Coach Walt McPherson’s 1949 San Jose
State basketball squad, and you’ll get the same answer. And McPherson’s men have a right to be excited, as the Spartan cage crew
which opens against the top ranking team in the nation, USF, on
Dec. 1 at Kezar Pavilion, will be
one of the finest, many say THE
finest, ever to represent the school.
Back from the 1948-49 CCAA
champions and West Coast representatives to the NAIB tournament in Kansas City are four
first-stringers, center Stu Inman,
forward Don McCaslin, and guards
Bob Wuesthoff and Ralph Romero.
Gone from last year’s quintet is
but one starterForward Bob Hagen.

STU INMAN, outstanding three-year letterman, soon starts his
final season at the center position on San Jose State’s basketball
team. Inman, deadly from 20-30 ft. out with a push shot, scored
512 points for the Spartans In 1948. He averaged 14.9 points a game..
Although Inman has no hook-shot to speak of, he rates among the
best centers on the Coast became of Ms excellent eye, his
and his court know-how. Inman is a graduate of Alameda high
school. He Is 6 ft. 3 In. tall.

lumpin’ B. Crowe

Frosh Basketball
Turnout Nets 73;
Game on Nov. 28
A record turnout greeted Coaches Tom Cureton and. Dean Price
at -the initial meeting of the frosh
basketball team Monday. Already
73 men have signed up and reported for practice.

COP’s Hess in
Contest Mess
Adding to the contreversity over
who is the most bonified All-American, Eddie LeBaron or Bob Celeri,
comes the following letter from
COP Student Body President Moe
Hess.
The Spartan Daily Sports
staff has-been, and will continue
to be neutral in this discussion,
but here’s what "Moe" says:
"We’ve pulled everything that
we know of and still the big
schools seem to get the nod because they are big. It’s time that
we try to crack some of this apathy towards us "small guys". So
I’m also writing to ask you to ask
your students to be sure to clip
out the coupon on the sports page
of the Call-Bulletin when they buy
it, and send it In for Eddie. I realize that a little school like Pacific
can’t ask for too much. but we
really think that we’ve an AllAmerican, and I think that you
are convinced too.
I don’t know how much letters
will help Eddie, but we ore really
Putting on a letter campaign too.
We will appreciate any help that
your student body might give us:"
In the contest Hess refers to.
LeBaron is leading in total
votes,. but San Jose State’s Jack
Faulk is running fifth, and is
leading all lineman in the Bay
area. Bob Celerl, 011ie Matson,
and
ilaynes follow LeBaron.
Maybe we should start a movement for Faulk, no?

All-Veteran Casaba Team
Back; Open Against Dons

Of the 73 men trying for squad
positions 11 are centers, 38 forwards and 24 guards. None of the
tryouts are exceptionally tall, but
the team does boast a lot of speed.
So far there have been no standout players’ as all the men seem to
be playing on a par.
Coaches Cureton and Prices will
be forced to develop some method
of elimination, because the season
starts with a game on Nov. 28 and
the bench just isn’t made for 73
men. The frosh will open their
season against a potent Santa
Cruz Sport Shop team, which has
tied for this year’s Santa Cruz
city league championship,

Big Game Date Nears

, Crowe Steps In
Although the loss of Hagen is a
serious one, no less of a sensation
than Bob Crowe, one of the greatest athletes to ever attend San
Jose State, will be his replacement on this season’s squad.
Add to this array of talent a
sterling 28 game schedule with
such court powerhouses as USF,
Bowling Green, Stanford, and
West Virginia State, the colored
champs of the United States,
and one can safely predict a
slate of thrills for San Jose
State hoov fans.
BOB WUESTHOFF, another
first McPherson’s
Alt hough
stringers are brilliance personified, man with three years of Spartan
several up and coming reserves court play under his belt, is the
may dim their glow as the season outstanding guard on this year’s
progresses. Forward Chuck team, Bob is playmaker for the
Crampton, a 6 ft. 3 in. beanpole Spartans an is a certain scorer
who specializes in hanging over from close in with a push shot
the basket rim and pushing the off the backboard. A graduate
ball through, center Dean Giles, of Alameda high school, be also
and forwards Bob Thomason and plays on the San Jose baseball
Charlie Clapper are the boys in team.
mention.
Enzensperger Is Out
deal last year, their first on the
None of the four played a great varsity, but with the grueling
1949-50 schedule near at hand, expect to see a great deal of action.
The Spartints were dealt a
hard blow a flow days ago when
guard Bob En3easperger was dc.
eared null and void via scholastic deficiency. "Iggy"
tutted with Ralph Romero at
guard last season, and became
famous for an accurate Jump
shot, and terrific rebound work.
Helping to close the gap left by
Enzensperger’s unfortunate predicament however, will be varsity
football ends Junior Morgan and
Billy Wilson. Although neither is
the best shot in the world. as rebounders against tall opponents,
they have no peer. Both top 6 ft.,
3 in.
Inman Is Tops
Inman, who was all-CCAA and
all -Coast in 1949, set a San Jose
State scoring record with 512
points last year and a 14.9 average. McCaslin scored 364 points
In the 1948-49 session.
Other capable reserves on the
squad include guards Aaron Seandel. Ed Anderson, Wes Stevenson,
Orval Johnson, Mort Schorr, and
Stedman Prescott, and forwards
Keith Reid, George Benjamin, John
Beldon, Dick Grant, and Ray Silva.

’Hotshot’ McCaslin

PALO ALTO, Calif., Nov. 15
(UPI- -Don Campbell, injured on
the first play of the 1948 California -Stanford game, acted the
part of Bear Quarterback Bob
Celeri as Stanford went through
a light defensive workout yesterday. Campbell served al; student coach of the Standford frosh this
year.
BERKELEY, Calif., Nov. 15
Quarterback Bob
(
Cele& worked out In a lengthy
sweatshirt drill yesterday as the
University of California set up
offensive patterns for Saturday’s
Celeri
game with Stanford.
showed barely a trace of a limp.

ceps
Ezzard Charl
To Boxing from Now on

up)Star

BOB CROWE, a "Little-AllAmerican" while at Compton
J.C., played for the Spartans
last year. He moves up to take
Bob liagen’s place at the other
forward spot. A favorite with
the fans for his jumping ability,
Bob scores consistently with a
left-handed hook while travelu
log across the key. Crowe is a
small basketeer at 5 ft. 10 in.

SANTA CLARA, Calif., Nov. 15
-(UP)---Co&Oh Len Casanova
picked a 34-man traveling squad
to leave by train for Norman,
Okla., tonight. The Broncos will
work out in Los Angeles, El Paso
and Oklahoma City, en route to
their game with undefeated Oklahoma Ubiversity Saturday.

Bob Wuesthoff

DON McCASLIN, the shooting star of the Spartan, basketball team because of hi* varied
shots, returns for another year
under Coach Walt McPherson.
McCaslin, who runs hot and
cold. averaged 10.4 points a
game while pouring through 364
digits last ’season. "Mac," a 6 ft.
4 in, transfer from .San Mateo
J.C., uses a two-handed jump
shot mainly, but also can hook
and tip.

PHOENIX, Ariz., Nov. 15
(UP) NBA Heavyweight Champ
Ezzard Charles refereed his first
and last "rasslin" match here last
night, his manager, ’Jake Mintz,
said today.
"Never again will my boy get in
the ring with those grunt and
groaners," Mintz declared.
The 185-pound Charles, he said,
was either kicked or tripped while
he was in the ring with Jim Londos and Wee Willie Davis at
Phoenix’ Madison Square Garden
last night.
"Charle4,:_ leg is all swelled up
today," Mintz moaned. "He’s limping and I’m afraid it may be.fractured."
Mintz said he planned to "rush"
the heavyweight boxer back to Los
Anegels today and have doctors
look him over.
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SJS to Play Host to Annual
Western Speech Convention
More than 1000 delegates representing 70 colleges and universities in 11 western states are
expected to attend the 18th annual convention of the Western
Speech association. San Jose State
colle5e will be host to the convention on Nov. 24, 23 and 26.
The sessions will open at 2 p.m.
Thanksgiving Day. Dr. Virgil A.
Anderson of Stanford university,
president of the association, will
preside over, the conferences. Dr.
Lawrence- H. Mouat, assisted by
Dr. Hugh Gillis and other members of the college Speech department faculty, is in charge of local
arrangements.
DeVoss To Welcome Group
Dr. James C. DeVoss, dean of
professional education, will welcome the delegates at the opening
session. Following President An-

derson’s opening address, there
will be speeches by Seth Fessenden of the University of Denver
on speech in education, E. J. West
of the University of Colorado on
drariui, S. J. Crandell of Wash.:
ington State college on public address, and Sara Stinchfield Hawk
of Scripps -college on speech reeducation.
"From Doghouse to Doctorate"
will be the title of an address by
Dr. Lee Emerson Bassett, professor emeritus at Stanford university and a past president of the
Western Speech association. Dr.
Bassett will speak at a banquet
Thursday evening, Nov. 24.
On Friday, Nov. 25, the second day of the convention, 16
special interest section programs
will be presented. These 1-111
include two sessions on drama,

cWintermise Plans
Being Formulated
The Social Affairs committee
met Monday evening to continue
plans for the semi -formal dance,
"Wintermist," which will be held
Saturday, Dec. 3, at the San Jose
Civic auditorium.
The dance will be free to all
student body members. Complimentary bids will be distributed
soon, according to Deras.
public address, speech correction, speech sciences, speech
curriculum, oral interpretation
and one session on graduate
studies, speech in adult education, radio and television and
the fundamentals course.
The presentation of "Faust,"
performed by the SJSC Drama department, Will be a special attractiop, Friday evening.
A general session ’on Saturday
Morning, Nov. 26, will feature a
panel discussion led by Dr. Charles
Frederick Lindsley of Occidental
college as moderator.

OT Association
To Meet in S.F.
The Northern California Occupational Therapy association will
hold its November meeting at the
San Francisco Rehabilitation center, 1680 Mission street, on Friday, Nov. 18, at 7:30 p.m. All
occupational therapy majors at
San Jose State college have been
invited to attend.
Mr. Charles Stut,e of the at.
Paul Life Insurance company will
speak on "Medical Malpractice."
A movie called "Diagnosis Danger" will be shown.
Miss Anne Murany, 0.T.R., director of occupational therapy in
the poliomyelitis unit of the Rehabilitation center will act as
hostess. s
Students who have transportation or those who would like to
arrange for transportation should
ep ntact Miss Mary D. Booth,
assistant professor of occupational
therapy at San Jose State college,
lin room B73.

OT Club to Discuss
Plans at Meeting
The Occupational Therapy club
will meet Nov. 17 in 1172 at 7:30
according to Miss Joanetta
Bruck, president of the club. All
O.T. majors are invited.
Miss Bruck has announced that
the main club project for this
quarter will be the decorating of
the Alum Rock Tuberculosis sanitorium for christma.. At Thursday’s meeting, club raembers will
make tray favors to be used at
the hospital.
The ordering of O.T. club pins
will be discussed at this meeting,
and plans will be made for an O.T.
club Christmas party.
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"I FIND CHESTERFIELDS
TO MY TASTE AND THEY’RE
NOMMOMMINIMit
MILDER. ..YOU’LL LIKE
fw

THEM. TOO!"
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